Kenmore dryer thermostat location

This article was co-authored by our trained team of editors and researchers who validated it for
accuracy and comprehensiveness. This article has been viewed , times. Learn more The
thermostat in your clothes dryer is an important component to the unit. If you've ever pulled
clothes out only to find that they were still damp, or found that your dryer was not shutting off
at the timer, the thermostat may be the first thing to troubleshoot. Thermostats regulate the heat
used in the drying process. If the thermostat is faulty, you may need to replace it. You can use
these steps to determine if your thermostat is the cause of malfunction, or if you have another
heating component that's not operating properly. Support wikiHow by unlocking this
staff-researched answer. We've been helping billions of people around the world continue to
learn, adapt, grow, and thrive for over a decade. Every dollar contributed enables us to keep
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this Article. We use cookies to make wikiHow great. By using our site, you agree to our cookie
policy. Cookie Settings. Learn why people trust wikiHow. Download Article Explore this Article
Steps. Tips and Warnings. Things You'll Need. Related Articles. Turn off the electrical power to
your dryer. Unplug the appliance from the wall, or cut the circuit to the dryer at the main fuse or
breaker box. Access the dryer's rear panel. Pull the dryer from the wall and locate the rear
access panel. Remove the metal screws of the panel with a Phillips screwdriver. Locate the
thermostat. Detach the thermostat wires. The dryer thermostat will have 2 wires connecting it to
the heating element. Label each wire prior to removal so you will know how to reconnect them.
Pull the wires by these connectors. If necessary, use needle-nose pliers. Measure the
thermostat's ohms. Ohms are used to indicate electrical flow. Place each of the meter's probes
onto the wire terminals. You should receive a reading of 0. Resistance that is low, or near 0,
means that the electrical flow is good. If the meter does not indicate 0, but reads infinity, your
thermostat should be replaced. Did you know you can read answers researched by wikiHow
Staff? Unlock staff-researched answers by supporting wikiHow. Yes No. Not Helpful 1 Helpful 0.
Not Helpful 0 Helpful 0. Not Helpful 0 Helpful 1. Check the heating coil, if there are no breaks in
the coil, just replace the thermostat. They only cost about ten dollars on Amazon. If there is a
break in the coil then that's your problem. Other than testing the thermostat with a meter, this is
your best option. Not Helpful 5 Helpful GE requires you to take the top and front panels off of
their dryers. Open the door, and there are two screws you have to take out in order to take off
the top panel. Then there are two more screws to take off the front. Not Helpful 1 Helpful 3.
Clean your duct vent, go outside a house where available and make sure you can feel the air
pressure. Not Helpful 16 Helpful 5. If I am testing thermostat with a digital multimeter and the
reading drops from 1 to. Assuming your meter is set on the "1 ohm" scale, a reading of 1 or.
That indicates your thermostat is probably good. Not Helpful 5 Helpful 1. Brett Gilbert. It is
usually on the heating element in one of the lower corners in the back. It will be screwed into a
column close to the blowing wheel. If you're connecting the red or white wires that join the
thermostat to the dryer, it won't make a difference. However, there are often other wires around,
including power wires usually colored blue. These wires connect in a specific way to the nearby
thermal fuse and can burn out the fuse or thermostat if they are put in the wrong place. Can I
replace the wire in the element with a similar wire from another element? It depends on the type
of wire. To keep your dryer safe, use a wire of the same size and color. Also, removing wires
stops other elements from working, which could damage the dryer. Not Helpful 1 Helpful 1.
Include your email address to get a message when this question is answered. By using this
service, some information may be shared with YouTube. Test your thermostat at room
temperature for best results. Helpful 1 Not Helpful 0. If your thermostats reading are normal, you
will need to troubleshoot the dryer's timer, thermal fuses, motor or heating elements. Helpful 0
Not Helpful 1. Submit a Tip All tip submissions are carefully reviewed before being published.
Always cut the power supply when working with electrical equipment to avoid shock. Helpful 0
Not Helpful 0. Related wikiHows How to. How to. About This Article. Co-authored by:.
Co-authors: 6. Updated: February 16, Categories: Dryer Repairs. Thanks to all authors for
creating a page that has been read , times. Did this article help you? Cookies make wikiHow
better. By continuing to use our site, you agree to our cookie policy. Related Articles How to. By
signing up you are agreeing to receive emails according to our privacy policy. Follow Us. X Help
us do more We've been helping billions of people around the world continue to learn, adapt,
grow, and thrive for over a decade. Let's do this! Click to see full answer. In this regard, can you
bypass a thermostat on a dryer? The idea would be to bypass the thermostat , hi-limit or
thermal cutoff one at a time and see if the dryer will heat. Start with the control thermostat on
the blower housing next to the thermal fuse. If it doesn't heat then the thermal cut-off and
hi-limit can be checked the same way. Also Know, how much does a dryer thermostat cost?

Faulty dryer : This could be due to lack of power or a bad timer, thermostat , terminal block or
start switch. Check each and replace as needed. Some thermostats sit inside a slot on the back
of the dryer and are easy to pull out. Many others are held in place, usually with a pair of hex
screws. Dryer High Limit Thermostat Specifications This thermostat is located beneath the
dryer vent at the back of the appliance. The terminal extension arm connects to the heater
element terminal. Step 1: Parts and Tools. Step 3: Remove the Access Panel. Step 4: Remove
the Duct. Step 5: Remove the Blower Shroud. Step 6: Replace the Thermostat. Step 7:
Thermostat. What does a dryer thermostat look like? Dryer thermostats are usually oval shaped
and about an inch and a half in length. Also, there should be two wires leading to each
thermostat. Label these wires before you remove them so that you are able to correctly
reconnect them later. At room temperature, testing the thermostat should produce a reading of
zero. What causes dryer thermostat failure? A dryer will blow a thermal fuse if it's close to
overheating. Each time the thermal fuse blows it can interfere with a thermostat's function and
cause it to go bad, too. Generally, a dryer's cycling thermostats will constantly cycle as a
dryer's temperature rises to the level that overheating may occur. What does a dryer high limit
thermostat do? A hi-limit thermostat serves as a safety feature that keeps the dryer from getting
too hot, since it will force open the circuit providing power to the heater once the temperature
reaches a certain point within the dryer. Why is my Kenmore dryer not getting hot? Another
possible cause for a dryer not heating up could be attributed to a faulty thermal fuse. Once a
dryer's thermal fuse has blown, it is no longer of any use. If your dryer's fuse is blown, you will
have to replace it. Should a dryer thermostat have continuity? At room temperature, the
thermostat should give off a continuity reading of zero, so touch one probe to one terminal and
the other probe to the other terminal and check the tester's display. It should read zero. If it
reads infinity, then the thermostat is bad. How do I know if my thermal fuse is blown? Touch the
left multimeter lead to the left side of the thermal fuse; touch the right multimeter lead to the
right side of the fuse. Keep an eye on the multimeter needle; a needle that fails to move
indicates a blown thermal fuse. If this is the case, don't fret: thermal fuse replacement is a
simple task. Where is the heat sensor on a Kenmore Dryer? Gas dryer sensor for igniter and
flame. The sensor is located across from the gas igniter at the dryer's burner assembly. How do
I check the temperature of my dryer? You can place a thermostat in the exhaust air and check
what temperatures the dryer is cycling on and off at. Any thermometer with a range between to
degrees can be used to check the temperature of the exhaust air. Have any Question? Let us
answer it! Which vertebra is called the axis? What is user data Everfi? Co-authors 6. If your
Kenmore Series 90 Electric Dryer Fortunately, it is easy to replace. Unfortunately, it happens far
too frequently. This dryer is on its fifth thermostat in about 20 years. Since I was going back in
again, I decided to document it. Always check your dryer model for part compatibility before
you buy. There is a shock hazard if it grounds through you, a fire hazard if you short it out, and
a hazard to other components if you short it out. My favorite disclaimer is from the author
Samuel M. Slide a putty knife in at one of the top clips. Keep the putty knife against the bottom
of the front panel of the dryer, not the top of the access panel. Press the putty knife until it
contacts the back edge of the dryer panel. The top edge of the access panel will pop outward
when the clip is disengaged. Repeat for the second clip. When both the top clips are undone, tilt
the access panel forward and slip it off of the bottom clips. Remove the two screws on the
upper left and right of the duct and slip the duct out. Be aware that there is a clip on the lower
left end. Clean out the lint buildup. This usually requires wet paper towels to dislodge the lint.
Watch out for sharp edges. Remove the two screws on the upper left and right of the blower
shroud. Vacuum the inside of the dryer. You may be surprised by how much lint carpets the
inside of the cabinet and the heater element is located within this same space. The U. You may
want to add cleaning the cabinet to the list. Locate the thermostat four leads. Remove the left
and right screws. It is a tight fit on the left screw but the socket and breaker bar will fit. Swap the
leads from the old thermostat to the new one. Reverse the disassembly steps to reassemble.
Make sure the gaskets are lined up or you could end up with the dryer venting into the cabinet
and greater lint buildup. If you were wondering what was inside the sealed thermostat, not
much. The thermostat is a simple bimetallic cap that deforms inward when heated. When it
deforms, it pushes the plunger against and lifts the spring arm. The contacts are disconnected,
the circuit is broken, and the heating element is turned off. When the cap cools sufficiently, it
reforms and allows the plunger to move back. The spring arm closes, the contacts are
connected, the circuit is made, and the heating element is turned on. The contacts fail to close
and the dryer will not heat. You will find no continuity on the end terminals if you test it. The
contacts fail to open and the dryer will constantly heat. You will find continuity on the end
terminals if you test it. According to the literature, when tested with the leads removed, there
should be continuity. It gets so expensive to replace washers and driers, it's nice to have

tutorials like this to help extend their lives! Thanks for sharing how you fixed yours :. By
Quadrifoglio Follow. More by the author:. Tools A stiff thick putty knife or two flexible thin putty
knives. Remove the lint trap. You can see the top clips if you look into the gap between the
dryer panel and access panel When both the top clips are undone, tilt the access panel forward
and slip it off of the bottom clips. There are two failure modes. Every time the dryer lost the
capability of selecting temperatures, it has been 2. The other sensors behind the access panel
are the: 1. Dryer thermal cut-off fuse 2. Dryer high-limit thermostat According to the literature,
when tested with the leads removed, there should be continuity. The high-limit thermostat on
this dryer only failed once. Did you make this project? Share it with us! I Made It! Penolopy
Bulnick 3 years ago. Reply Upvote. This site is reader-supported and we earn commissions if
you purchase products from retailers after clicking on a link from our site. As an Amazon
Associate, we earn from qualifying purchases. Kenmore is one of the most trusted appliance
manufacturers around today, carrying a wide range of great products. Unfortunately, all
machines are liable to break down sometimes. The reason your Kenmore gas dryer is not
heating might be due to a broken thermal fuse, gas valve coil, or thermostat. You should also
check the gas supply and ensure that the exhaust ducts are not blocked with lint. To fix it, you
will need to use a multimeter to check several components. While the idea of checking multiple
components with a multimeter might seem scary, it is quite a simple process once you get
going. Any price and availability information displayed on [relevant Amazon Site s , as
applicable] at the time of purchase will apply to the purchase of this product. Now it is time to
get out the multimeter and start checking the components. The multimeter should be set to
measure resistance , since this will allow you to test whether the current can flow through the
component. If there is no continuity or if the resistance is 1 ohm, then the component will need
to be replaced. If the exhaust duct behind the machine was clogged with lint, you probably
would have a blown thermal fuse. That is because the blockage causes the machine to
overheat, and the thermal fuse breaks the circuit to prevent a dryer fire. The thermal fuse is
located beside the exhaust duct, which can be found behind the back panel on the bottom left of
your machine. Here is a video showing you how to replace a thermal fuse:. If the ignition glowed
when you tested it and then went back out, but the burner did not ignite, that means you
probably have a problem with the gas valve coils. Another sign that your gas valve coils are
broken is if the dryer heats up initially but then stops heating. You can test the coils with a
multimeter in the same way you tested the thermal fuse. As always, make sure that the gas and
electricity is shut off before you start. Here is a video showing you how to replace the gas valve
coils:. You will also have to check the high-limit thermostat in the same way. Here is a video
showing you how to replace the cycling thermostat:. Here is one showing you how to replace
the high-limit thermostat:.
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If none of the steps above fixed your machine, here are two more things you can try to:. Here is
a video showing you how to test these two components:. If none of that worked, you would
have to call a repair professional. Use the methods provided as a guide to help you with the
problem. Good luck with fixing your gas dryer. Nicole is a writer from Missouri who enjoys
horseback riding, writing in her journal, and watching reruns of Friends. There are a few issues
that you may run into while your furnace is turned on. One concerning problem would be water
leaking from the furnace's compartments, the vents, or perhaps the ductwork. A furnace
depends on a constantly burning flame to ensure heated air can be distributed throughout your
home. An Ecobee furnace, not lighting, means no heat can be produced, leaving you and your
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